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CAPS FOR SALE
A Tale of a Peddler, Some Monkeys and Their Monkey Business
TOLD & ILLUSTRATED BY Esphyr Slobodkina
A man sold caps.
A man carried caps on his head.

Adapted from the original text, Caps For Sale by Esphyr Slobodkina, Young Scott Books
The man yelled, "Caps."
The man couldn't sell the caps.
The man slept under a tree.
The sun came up in the morning.
The man woke up.
No caps.
The man looked right.

The man looked left.

The man looked behind the tree.

The man looked in front of the tree.
The man looked up.
Monkeys wore caps.
The man talked to the monkeys.
The man shook his finger.

Monkeys shook their finger.
The man shook his fist.

Monkeys shook their fist.
The man stomped his feet.
Monkeys stumped their feet.
The man threw his cap on the ground.

Adapted from the original text, Caps For Sale by Esphyr Slobodkina, Young Scott Books
The monkeys looked at the man.
The monkeys threw their caps on the ground.
The man picked up his caps.

Checkered caps

Gray caps

Brown caps

Blue caps

Red caps

Adapted from the original text, Caps For Sale by Esphyr Slobodkina, Young Scott Books
The man yelled, "Caps!"

The man walked to town.
The end.